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Modern Aspects of Electrochemistry 16Springer, 1985

	This volume of the Modern Aspects of Electrochemistry series con-
	tains six chapters: four are on topics of current fundamental interest
	in the subject and two deal with more technological aspects of
	electrochemistry.


	Writing such a chapter on solid metal electrodes is a challenge
	when, at every moment, the latest...
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Introduction to Symplectic GeometrySpringer, 2019

	This introductory book offers a unique and unified overview of symplectic geometry, highlighting the differential properties of symplectic manifolds. It consists of six chapters:  Some Algebra Basics, Symplectic Manifolds, Cotangent Bundles, Symplectic G-spaces, Poisson Manifolds, and A Graded Case, concluding with a discussion of the...
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Mafiaboy: How I Cracked the Internet and Why It's Still BrokenViking Adult, 2008

	I think it's fair to say that personal computers have become the most empowering tool we've ever created. They're tools of communication, they're tools of creativity, and they can be shaped by their user.


	"HOT ON THE TRAIL OF 'MAFIABOY" read a headline on technology news site Wired.com on February 15,...
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The Internet Encyclopedia, Volume 3John Wiley & Sons, 2003
The only comprehensive guide to every Internet topic-from ActiveX to XBRL
The definitive, three-volume Internet Encyclopedia covers every aspect of the Internet for professionals. This up-to-date compendium offers a broad perspective on the Internet as a business tool, an IT platform, and a medium for communications and commerce. It presents...
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Linux Security CookbookO'Reilly, 2003
f you run a Linux machine, you must think about security. Consider this story told by Scott, a system administrator we know:   
In early 2001, I was asked to build two Linux servers for a client. They just wanted the machines installed and put online. I asked my boss if I should secure them, and he said no, the...
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Moments and Moment Invariants in Pattern RecognitionJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009

	Automatic object recognition has become an established discipline in image analysis. Moments and moment invariants play a very important role as features in invariant recognition. They were introduced to the pattern recognition community almost 50 years ago and the mathematical background they utilized is even older, originating from the...
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Cascading Style Sheets: The Definitive Guide, 2nd EditionO'Reilly, 2004
If you are a web designer or document author interested in  sophisticated page styling, improved accessibility, and saving time  and effort, this book is for you. All you really need before starting  the book is a decent knowledge of HTML 4.0. The better you know HTML,  of course, the better prepared you'll be. You will  need to...
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Ten Drugs: How Plants, Powders, and Pills Have Shaped the History of MedicineHarry N. Abrams, 2019

	
		Behind every landmark drug is a story. It could be an oddball researcher’s genius insight, a catalyzing moment in geopolitical history, a new breakthrough technology, or an unexpected but welcome side effect discovered during clinical trials. Piece together these stories, as Thomas Hager does in this remarkable,...
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Win the Crowd: Unlock the Secrets of Influence, Charisma, and ShowmanshipWilliam Morrow, 2005

	Would You Like to Become More Commanding, Convincing, And Charismatic?


	In this book, Steve Cohen, master magician and star of the long-running Chamber Magic show in New York City, will reveal the secrets of all great showmen and magicians—how to persuade, influence, and charm, and ultimately accomplish the things you've...
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Venture Work: Employees in Thinly Capitalized FirmsPalgrave Macmillan, 2019

	
		This book contributes to the ongoing discussion around so-called precarious or venture work, as the proportion of those employed by start-ups and thinly-capitalized firms continues to grow. Filling a gap in literature, the author explores the relationship between venture co-workers and examines how they cope with economic...
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Social Media and Integrated Marketing Communication: A Rhetorical ApproachLexington Books, 2013

	Social Media and Integrated Marketing Communication: A Rhetorical Approach explores social media in the areas of corporate identity, brand narratives, and crisis response from a rhetorical perspective. Key ideas in this text are social media as epideictic rhetoric—the rhetorical...
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WebSphere Studio Application Developer 5.0Apress, 2003
WSAD is a new generation server-side Integrated Development Environment (IDE) that targets development of the Java enterprise applications. From the moment of its introduction, WSAD became very popular and won several important awards in the past years. WSAD is tightly integrated with the WebSphere Application Server 4.0 (WAS) – the...
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